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Defining Models, Defining AgentDefining Models, Defining Agent--Based Based 
Models Models 

Models are simplifications, they are abstractions

They act as instruments between theory and 
reality that enable is to experiment with reality 
and theory in essentially virtual environments, 
that is environments separate from the real.

Models are a crucial means of relating theory to 
reality and there is wide agreement that we must 
at least dimension them to relate to that reality 
and the theory on which they are based. 



This ‘dimensioning’ is often called calibration
which involves testing in some way how good the 
model is, first against observations and then 
against plausibility.

Until the late 1980s, most modelling in the social 
and physical sciences tended to accept the notion 
that given two or more models that explained or 
predicted the phenomena equally well, the 
simpler should be preferred. This is the principle 
of Occam’s Razor; it is based on the notion that 
parsimony is a virtue of science. The simpler the 
better and of course, models are by definition, 
simplifications.



This is enshrined in Einstein’s famous quote –

“theories should be as simple as possible but 
not simpler”.

For theory, assume model because models are 
increasingly synonymous with theory –
different sides of the same coin



Up until the 1980s, most models followed these 
principles. Models tended to follow the 
econometric axiom that you could not get a 
proper calibration unless you had as many 
independent known pieces of data as dependent 
variables in your model: not more – over-
identification, not less – under-identification.

Most operational and policy orientated modelling 
still follow these principles. In an urban context, 
models that follow this are land use transport 
models of the comparative static kind – they are 
rather old fashioned and just to show you I am 
not biased, you will find a description in .............



1970                          1976 1987



These principles are now not held quite so 
fervently. Bigger and better computers, finer scale 
and more disaggregate data, the need for much 
more detailed policy advice – in short richer 
models not simpler models have caught our 
attention.

We now also have the power to simulate 
disaggregate elemental systems composed of 
individual objects, and this has led to the idea that 
we can define systems in terms of ‘agents’. I don’t 
have time to develop this theme but change not 
equilibrium – dynamics – has come onto the 
agenda and this too supports the idea of ‘agents’.



Let me cut to the quick: agent-based models 
(ABM) or multi-agent models (MAS) usually deal 
with objects that have some sort of behaviour
which is dynamic.

Usually agents or objects react either passively to 
their environment or to other agents, or actively 
with purpose again to their environment or other 
agents. In this sense, agents usually move and in 
spatial systems like cities this means motion or 
movement.

Usually there are many agents, not one or two 
but n….. (perhaps exceptions in game theory?)



When there are many agents, they react to each 
other through time and their collective behaviour 
can be unpredictable, surprising, hence novel and 
emergent, and in this way, this style of modelling 
is quite consistent with the sciences of 
complexity.

This is an enormous contrast with parsimonious 
models of the past.

Thus a crucial issue today is how do we know 
how good this new class of models is in terms of 
their fit to reality? Do we even need to worry 
about this any longer?



How Good Are Models?: Validation, VerificationHow Good Are Models?: Validation, Verification

The process of 
finding out how good 
any model is 
calibration and it 
follows the scientific 
method – something 
like this – ‘tuning’ or 
‘dimensioning’ the 
model to the reality. 
That is what my 1976 
book was all about.



The process of calibration involves testing in 
some way how good the model is, first against 
observations and then against plausibility of 
assumptions and model structure etc.

Recently we have begun to distinguish between 
validation and verification. 

Validation usually refers to tuning the model to 
predict reality, the observed data. Verification is 
this process of checking the model for 
consistency in terms of the plausibility of its 
assumptions. The reasons for these refinements 
are largely due to the increased richness of ABM.



Now the key issue is that we need observations on 
all assumed processes and outputs that make up 
the model and in an agent-based model, there are 
many more of these than in aggregate models.

Let us illustrate all this with some agent-based 
models and to do this we will show some of those 
that we are building in CASA – these are models 
where the agents are well defined, they move at 
the fine spatial scale, their behaviour is well 
defined if not easy to observe, they are policy 
significant in that one can see very immediate 
applications: most but not all our models focus on 
local movement – pedestrian models.



Fine Scale Movement ModelsFine Scale Movement Models

We are building fine scale models of pedestrian 
movement:

• For crowding and public safety – Notting Hill
• For shopping and tourism – e.g. Covent 

Garden, where we have 3 variants 
• For children walking – Hertfordshire schools
• For disaster management – Kings X

And we are working with 
• models of residential segregation in London
• urban sprawl in China and Michigan.





We also have another area of interest which is 
very relevant to agent-based models at the 
scale we are working and this is in navigation 
and way finding.

We are working with various kinds of tracking at 
the fine scale – mainly our children walking 
project CAPABLE and our GeoVUE (NCeSS) 
project which is piping real time tracking data 
related to pollution exposure in cities. We also 
have work on tracking in virtual environments 
and in problems involving impaired vision. Here 
is that web site.





Merging Physical Models with Behaviour: Merging Physical Models with Behaviour: 
Covent Garden and Notting HillCovent Garden and Notting Hill

Very quickly our models in Notting Hill for the 
carnival are essentially crowding models – similar 
those to Dirk Helbing’s forces models – involving 
flocking, congestion, diffusion, reaction to 
obstacles and other agents, - in the Covent 
Garden models, there is much more purposive 
behaviour based on tasks to be solved – i.e. 
shopping, finding shortest routes and so on. 

All involve very detailed movement behaviour that 
pose big issues. Here some examples.







Vassilis Zachariadis’s 3D Agents

Alasdair Turner’s Program for Populating 
Environments with Walkers in 3D

ecomorphic.exe



Calibrating Pedestrian ModelsCalibrating Pedestrian Models

Our tracking work is essential here to get tracks –
it is the big missing link – we know volumes but 
not tracks so GPS is a key issue– here are two 
examples of our work – but we have not yet really 
connected up our empirical work with our agent-
based models.

We have begun to experiment with laser 
scanning too but we don’t have the cash or time 
to populate our applications with such equipment.





http://www.casa.ucl.ac.uk/bbc/dontdieyoung/log_25-09-2006_154206.html



GPS traces of 30 children 
over 4 days



Walking traces with energy expense



More Aggregate AgentMore Aggregate Agent--Based Models: Based Models: 
Residential SegregationResidential Segregation

Andy Crooks is working on agent based models 
at a slightly higher scale, building some urban 
economic theory into Schelling-like segregation 
models, using RePast. 

His work involves geospatial variants and plug-ins 
to represent how agents of different types within 
wards, say, move in response to what happens in 
their neighbourhoods – their environment, which 
in turn is composed of agents of different types. 
He will quickly show how his model works –



Reading in the data & building the model

1 4

3
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Actions of individual agents will create changes in their physical environment.



Agents in Geographical Space

•Agents want areas where 
30% neighbours are of 
same type.



Agents in Geographical Space: Two Areas

•Initially even number of 
Reds and Blues in both 
areas
•Agents want areas where 
40% neighbours are the 
same



Segregation Simulation: 4 types of agents



Segregation Simulation: 4 types of agents



Segregated Neighbourhoods

• Yellow area is a “mixed” ward with equal numbers 
of green and red agents

• Micro clusters will not be visible if we only 
consider the ward level data



Other ABMOther ABM--CA Simulation Projects in CASACA Simulation Projects in CASA

Kings X – disaster management and ped 
modelling – Christian Castle

Spread of mumps in Portugal using social 
networks at regional-local scale – Joana Simoes

CA modelling of urban development in Thai Cities 
– Kam P

Desakota in Suzhou and urban sprawl in Ann 
Arbor with Yichun Xie at U Michigan



Some blatant advertisingSome blatant advertising

AndyAndy’’s blog, my books blog, my book



http://gisagents.blogspot.com/

http://gisagents.blogspot.com/


The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 2005



We would be pleased to answer any questions 
and respond to any comments.

Questions?Questions?
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